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ABSTRACT: Peptoid polymers form extended two-dimen-
sional nanostructures via an interface-mediated assembly
process: the amphiphilic peptoids first adsorb to an air−
water interface as a monolayer, then buckle and collapse into
free-floating bilayer nanosheets when the interface is com-
pressed. Here, we investigate the molecular mechanism of
monolayer buckling by developing a method for incorporating
interface fluctuations into an implicit-solvent coarse-grained
model. Representing the interface with a triangular mesh controlled by surface tension and surfactant adsorption, we predict the
direction of buckling for peptoids with a segregated arrangement of charged side chains and predict that peptoids with with an
alternating charge pattern should buckle less easily than peptoids with a segregated charge pattern.

Peptoid polymers can form two-dimensional nanomaterials
via an interface-mediated assembly process.2,3 Peptoids are

synthetic polymers related to proteins by a translation of side
chains from the α carbon to the adjacent nitrogen in the
backbone. This side chain translation removes the backbone’s
chirality and eliminates backbone hydrogen bonding, allowing
side chain selection to more strongly drive the assembly of
supramolecular structures.4,5 When synthesized with particular
alternating amphiphilic sequences (Figure 1a,b), peptoids
adsorb in a monolayer to an air−water interface. When the
interface is compressed, e.g., in a Langmuir trough or under
repeated vial rotation, the monolayer buckles and collapses into
free-floating bilayer nanosheets (Figure 1g).2,3,6,7

We recently demonstrated the ability of a coarse-grained
model with anisotropic coarse-grained sites to accurately and
efficiently approximate the behavior of peptoid polymers in
each of the (meta)stable states along this assembly pathway:
dissolved peptoids, adsorbed monolayers, and free-floating
bilayers.8 The model associates both a position ri⃗ and a
direction n ̂i with each of two sites per monomer, a backbone
site and a side chain site. The direction vector indicates the
principal symmetry axis of the molecular group that the site
represents (Figure 1c,d). Including orientational degrees of
freedom allows us to pack atomically detailed information into
the effective interactions that drive the simulations, and it
allows us to estimate all-atom configurations (Figure 1e,f) from
the coarse-grained model with reasonable accuracy.
The efficiency of the coarse-grained model derives in part

from its implicit treatment of solvent degrees of freedom. There
are no explicit solvent degrees of freedom in the model; rather,
solvent is implicitly modeled in two ways: two-body non-
bonded interactions are parametrized to match potentials of
mean force from atomistic, explicit-solvent simulations, and

one-body height-dependent potentials are parametrized to
match height-dependent solvation free energies from atomistic,
explicit-solvent simulations. The latter interaction depends
explicitly on the position of a flat air−water interface, which did
not move during our previous simulations. (The interface did
expand and contract in plane during box-shape Monte Carlo
moves coupled to the surface pressure, but it remained flat.)
The elimination of water degrees of freedom and a significant

reduction of peptoid degrees of freedom allowed us to simulate
peptoids under many conditions in parallel, with each
simulation running on a single CPU. By simulating equilibrium
monolayers at various surface pressures, we were able to
establish that phase separation in the monolayer facilitates
nanosheet self-assembly by (1) driving structure formation in
the dense phase and (2) allowing rapid adsorption onto the
dilute phase. However, we were not able to examine the
subsequent buckling of a monolayer and collapse into free-
floating nanosheets, because a realistic description of a
monolayer buckling process must allow for fluctuations in the
shape of the fluid interface at which the monolayer is adsorbed.
To model these fluctuations while maintaining the efficiency

of an implicit-solvent coarse-grained model, we have in this
paper augmented the coarse-grained model with a fluctuating
air−water interface represented by a triangular mesh.
Triangular meshes have been used to represent fluid interfaces
in computational graphics applications,9,10 but we do not know
of any simulation of a mesh interface in the presence of
surfactants. With the augmented model, we were able to model
the buckling of peptoid monolayers under applied surface
pressure. We used these simulations to make a prediction for
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the molecular mechanism of peptoid nanosheet formation and
to predict that peptoids with with an alternating charge pattern
should buckle less easily than peptoids with a segregated
charged pattern.
We note than an alternative implicit-solvent approach would

be to model water density fluctuations, including those at an
interface, with a computationally efficient lattice gas
model.11−16 In such models, long-length-scale fluctuations are
represented by discrete occupancy (water or vapor) on a fixed
three-dimensional lattice, and short-length-scale fluctuations are
represented by a Gaussian field approximately consistent with
the short-range structure of the bulk liquid. While we are not
aware of any application of these models to surfactants at
interfaces, they have been used to model drying-mediated self-
assembly of nanoparticles.17−21 One advantage of such models
is that surface fluctuations, surface adsorption, and solvent-
mediated interactions all emerge from simple nearest-neighbor
interactions among solvent and solute lattice sites. In contrast,
using a mesh interface allowed us to impose detailed height-
dependent solvation free energies and position- and orienta-
tion-dependent solvent-mediated interactions8 that are unlikely
to be consistent with a simple lattice model.

■ METHODS
Our simulations sample NVTsp ensembles (fixed number,
temperature, water slab volume, and surface pressure) by
employing four types of Monte Carlo moves. The first three are
the same as in ref 8: translations of peptoid coarse-grained sites
within a cube of width 0.8 Å; rotations of the symmetry axes
from n ̂ to n̂′, where n̂′ = (n̂ + m⃗)/|n ̂ + m⃗| and m⃗ is a random

vector chosen within a box of width 1.6; and affine
transformations of the simulation box,22 where a dimension α
and a number −0.002 ≤ p ≤ 0.002 are chosen at random and
the simulation box lengths are scaled by Lα → exp(p) Lα and Lβ

→ exp(−p/2) Lβ, β ≠ α. The third move type, coupled with the
correct surface tension and surface pressure term(s), allows
sampling of a constant surface pressure ensemble while
modeling the water slab between air−water interfaces as an
incompressible fluid. Note that even when one or both
interfaces is represented by a fluctuating triangular mesh, the
water volume is strictly conserved during these affine
transformations because the mesh point coordinates are
transformed in proportion to the simulation box lengths.
We introduced a fourth move type to allow fluctuations of

the triangular mesh (Figure 1h). (Usually we populated only
one of two air−water interfaces in a water slab simulation box
with peptoids, allowing that interface to fluctuate while holding
the opposite, bare interface fixed, see Figure 1h.) As for peptoid
site translations, we selected one mesh point at random and
translated it within a cube of width 0.8 Å. Note that the water
volume is not strictly conserved during these mesh fluctuations;
we found that it would be computationally expensive to
construct, e.g., paired moves that strictly conserve the water
volume.
At each Monte Carlo step during the simulations, we

performed one of the four move types according to four
frequencies that sum to 1. We attempted peptoid site
translations with a frequency 0.5, box shape transformations
with a frequency 0.15/N, where N is the number of peptoid

Figure 1. (a,b) Chemical diagrams of two amphiphilic peptoid polymers: (a) the block-28 peptoid with charged side chains arranged in two blocks
and (b) the alternating-28 peptoid with charged side chains alternating every two monomers. (c,d) Coarse-grained representation of these peptoids,
showing centers and vectors associated with one backbone site and one side chain site per monomer. (e,f) All-atom representations derived from the
coarse-grained configurations. (g) Schematic illustrating the nanosheet creation cycle. (h) Mesh representation of a water slab in a simulation box
with no peptoids. The top interface is allowed to fluctuate while the bottom interface is held fixed. Simulation snapshots in this paper were created
with VMD.1
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coarse-grained sites, mesh point fluctuations with a frequency
0.02, and peptoid site rotations the remainder of the time.
We accepted Monte Carlo moves according to the

Metropolis criterion, allowing the simulations to sample the
NVTsp ensemble according to a potential energy function U.
We used a potential energy function of the form
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The first three terms of eq 1 are the same bonded, nonbonded,
and solvation energies as in ref 8, except for the definition of
the height relative to the air−water interface. This height, which
appears in the height-dependent solvation term and in a factor
that interpolates between solvated and vacuum versions of the
phenethyl-phenethyl nonbonded interaction, is defined as the
signed distance23 to the nearest point on the mesh surface. The
term (γ − sp)Aproj is the work done by the boundaries: it is the
projected area of the surface, Aproj, times the apparent surface
tension γ − sp, where γ = 72 mN/m is the surface tension in the
absence of surfactant and sp is the surface pressure. The term
γAmesh results from the microscopic definition of surface
tension, coupling the surface tension with fluctuations in the
mesh area Amesh.
The kV(V − V0)

2 term in eq 1 is included to limit drift or
diffusion of the volume of the water phase. As mentioned
above, mesh point translation moves do not conserve the
volume of the water box. We therefore used a harmonic
restraint to keep the water volume V near its initial value V0.
We found that a spring constant kV = 0.01 kcal/mol/Å3 was
sufficient to restrain volume fluctuations.
The kub∑i(li/l−̅1)2 term in eq 1 is a nonphysical term

designed to reduce the heterogeneity of the mesh. It is a
harmonic restraint for each mesh bond length li relative to the
instantaneous average bond length l.̅ Without this term, we
found that mesh points tended to cluster, creating some regions
of the air−water interface with high concentrations of mesh
points and other regions where mesh points were separated by
relatively large distances. This effect limited the computational
efficiency of the simulations, because computationally efficient
schemes for finding the nearest point on the surface of the
mesh require an upper bound on the distance between mesh

points. We therefore chose to apply a harmonic restraint on the
bond lengths, which in practice limits the largest bond length to
a small multiple of the average bond length l.̅ We consider the
choice of harmonic restraint (or no restraint) to be arbitrary:
the physically relevant structure that couples to the peptoid
degrees of freedom is the mesh surface, not the particular
embedding of mesh points on that surface. One consequence of
limiting fluctuations of bond lengths near the average value l ̅ is
the suppression of very high curvature regions with radii of
curvature much less than l,̅ but this is a desired effect because
we chose l ̅ on the order of the intermolecular water spacing,
initializing l ̅ = 2 Å at the beginning of the monolayer
simulations. We chose a “uniform bond” spring constant kub
= 10 kcal/mol, large enough to allow for a small upper bound
on the bond lengths but small enough that mesh point
translation acceptance rates were not too strongly diminished.
The final term in eq 1 is an overlap potential that equals ∞

(moves always rejected) when the mesh intersects itself and 0
(no effect) otherwise. We calculated mesh intersections using a
fast algorithm.24 This term is necessary to prevent unphysical
self-intersections of the air−water interface that would
otherwise occasionally occur during the simulations. Note
that we could alternatively allow for topological changes in the
interface, such as the formation of droplets,9,10 but these events
are rare enough in the presence of a surfactant monolayer that
we judged it was not worth the computational overhead.
Note that eq 1 reduces to the potential energy function of ref

8 when the surface mesh is a flat ideal mesh and fluctuations of
the surface mesh are not allowed. In this case, Aproj = Amesh ≡ A,
V = V0, and li = l¯ for all i, so eq 1 reduces to

= + + +U U U U s Ab nb solv p (2)

Simulation code for initializing, simulating, and analyzing the
model are available as Supporting Information. Because the
model is an extension of the Molecular Foundry Coarse-grained
Model for Peptoids (MF-CG-TOID) discussed in ref 8, we call
this version of the model and code MF-CG-TOID_2.0.

■ RESULTS
Bare Interface: Mean Field and Simulations. It is

instructive to compare the behavior of a bare mesh interface
(no peptoids) with mean-field behavior. In the simplest mean-
field approximation, each mesh point is assumed to fluctuate

Figure 2. (a) Schematic illustrating the mean-field approximation: each mesh point is assumed to fluctuate vertically (or in all three directions) while
the surrounding mesh points lie in a flat regular hexagon with side length l. (b) Dependence of roughness on surface tension for the mean field
model, simulations (using only surface tension and overlap terms) with mesh points restricted to move vertically, simulations with mesh points
allowed to move in all three dimensions, and simulations of the full model including the uniform bond restraint. In all simulations in b the simulation
box is held fixed, and the simulations are initialized with a flat mesh with mesh bond lengths of 2 Å. (c) Free energy as a function of bond length in
the mean-field approximation, allowing the central mesh point to move in all three directions. The red curve is the free energy with no applied
surface pressure. Applying moderate surface pressure (changing l( )- to +l p A l( ) ( )s 0- ) introduces a local minimum where the interface is expected
to reach a steady state average bond length. (d) Time series of average bond length vs Monte Carlo cycle for bare interface simulations employing
the full move set, for various surface pressures.
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vertically while the surrounding mesh points lie in a flat regular
hexagon with side length l (Figure 2a). (Fluctuations off the
vertical can also be included in a mean-field calculation; see
below.) The area of each of six triangles inside the hexagon
depends on the height z of the central mesh point via
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For small z, this expression can be written
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The roughness of the interface can be described by comparing
the area of the interface to the projected area and normalizing
by the projected area, (⟨a⟩ − a0)/a0. In the mean-field
approximation, the projected area can be calculated by
performing a thermal average over z

∫
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Using the small-z form of a(z) (eq 4) and solving the integrals
results in a simple expression relating the roughness with a
single dimensionless combination of the temperature, the
surface tension, and the bond length between mesh points
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where the last equality results from the definition of a thermal
capillary length γ≡l kT/c , which equals 2.4 Å for water’s
surface tension γ = 72 mN/m at room temperature.
Note that our mean-field approach is related to theoretical

approaches for calculating interfacial properties using partition
functions over columns.16,25

Figure 2b illustrates the dependence of roughness on surface
tension as we incrementally remove constraints, moving from
the mean field solution to the full simulation for mesh bond
lengths initially set equal to 2 Å. When the mean field
assumption is lifted but mesh points are restricted in
simulations to move vertically (black curve to blue curve),
the scaling of roughness with surface tension remains the same.
The vertical shift between the curves suggests that a
geometrical prefactor exists that corrects for the mean-field
assumption that neighboring mesh points lie in a plane.
Allowing mesh points to move in all three directions weakens
the surface tension dependence at low surface tension (magenta
curve) but maintains the scaling for γ ≳ 20 mN/m, and
implementing the uniform bond restraint (the kub∑i(li/ l¯ − 1)2

term in eq 1) further weakens the surface tension dependence
(red curve). This weaker dependence on surface tension is
expected: since surface fluctuations generally result in nonuni-
form bond lengths, the uniform bond restraint tends to reduce
fluctuations and becomes increasingly dominant in reducing
fluctuations as the surface tension goes to zero.
The similarity between the simulation and mean-field results

in Figure 2b is an encouraging sign that the mesh interface
simulations are behaving in a physically reasonable way.
However, in these simulations the size of the simulation
boxes were held fix. When we allowed the full set of moves,
including affine transformations of the simulation box, we

found that the simulation boxes expanded in the x and y
directions, leading to an increase in the projected area of the
interface. This effect is due to the entropy gained by the mesh
points during expansion. If the bond lengths are larger than the
capillary length scale lc, the available volumethe volume that
each mesh point can explore without incurring a substantial
energetic penaltycan increase if the size of the interface
increases, because this diminishes the effect of mesh point
fluctuations (per distance moved) on the surface tension energy
term. We expect the opposite to be true if bond lengths are
smaller than the capillary length scale. In that case, the smaller
the bond lengths become, the more constricted they are to
follow the longer wavelength contours of the thermally
fluctuating interface. We tested this argument in the mean
field calculation by calculating free energy - as a function of
the bond length l, this time allowing the central mesh point to
move in all three directions (z, r, and θ in cylindrical
coordinates)

∫= − θ γ θ− Δl k T z r( ) ln( d d d e )A l z r k T
B

( , , , )/ B- (7)

Here, A(l, z, r, θ) is the area of the six triangles adjacent to the
central mesh point. The red curve in Figure 2c shows l( )- . As
expected, it is peaked at l near lc = 2.4 Å, predicting that the
average bond length l of a simulation would increase (decrease)
without bound if l starts above (below) the critical value. Figure
2c also illustrates a way to introduce a steady state: a moderate
surface pressure introduces a local minimum to the mean-field
free energy, on the large-l side of the maximum. Figure 2d
confirms that moderate surface pressures can keep the average
mesh bond length bounded in bare interface simulations
involving the full move set.
Since the monolayer simulations are always conducted with a

positive surface pressure, they are able to reach steady state.
However, an important consequence of the entropy-driven
expansion is that the surface pressure applied in monolayer
simulations does not precisely map to an experimental surface
pressure, because it is impossible to separate the surface
pressure’s effect on the mesh surface from its effect counter-
acting the entropic expansion of the mesh points. Nevertheless,
we can expect to gain a qualitative understanding of the effect
of surface pressure on the peptoid monolayer by broadly
varying surface pressure.

Monolayer Simulations. We performed simulations of
peptoid monolayers over a range of applied surface pressures.
We ran the simulations for about 108 Monte Carlo cycles,
taking measurements like average surface area in the second
half of the simulations. This excluded a transient period of
about 107 Monte Carlo cycles during which the simulation box
lengths and the components of the potential energy function
(eq 1) typically evolved logarithmically slowly (roughly linearly
as a function of the logarithm of the Monte Carlo cycle
number). These simulations each took about 200 h on a single
CPU.
We considered two types of peptoids, each built from

alternating aromatic (N-(2-phenylethyl)glycine or Npe) and
charged monomers. Half of the charged side chains are
positively charged N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine (Nae) monomers,
and half are negatively charged N-(2-carboxyethyl)glycine
(Nce) monomers. The first and most widely studied type of
nanosheet-forming peptoid,2,3,6,7 called block-n peptoids, has
the sequence (Nae−Npe)n/4−(Nce−Npe)n/4), with positively
and negatively charged monomers arranged in two blocks
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(Figure 1a). The second type of peptoid, called alternating-n,
has the sequence (Nae−Npe−Nce−Npe)n/4, with positively
and negatively charged monomers alternating every two
monomers (Figure 1b).7 We chose to study peptoid chains
with 28 monomers, because the assembly of block-28 peptoids
into bilayer nanosheets has been extensively studied exper-
imentally. Experiments have also shown that alternating-28
peptoids form nanosheets at an air−water interface.
Electrostatics favor block-n peptoids to arrange in a brick

pattern in both monolayers and bilayers,7 as has been assumed
in previous computational studies.3,8,26 Figure 3a shows the
block-28 peptoid coarse-grained sites in their initial config-
uration for the monolayer simulations: a periodic box
containing two chains in the backbone direction and 24 chains
in the perpendicular direction are arranged in a brick
configuration, with four seams (dashed lines) in the
perpendicular direction each containing 12 termini alternating
with 12 chain midpoints.
It is less clear how alternating-n peptoids arrange themselves.

Possibilities include a brick pattern of alternating termini
analogous to the favored block-n configuraiton (Figure 3b), a
flat pattern where all termini line up (Figure 3c), and a random
pattern with no correlation in termini location between
adjacent rows (Figure 3d). To focus on the effect of chain
charge distribution on the fluctuations of a monolayer, rather
than its effect on the structure of that monolayer, here we
present results for the alternating-n peptoids in a brick
configuration (Figure 3b). We found similar results for other
arrangements. Note that peptoid chains are not able to reptate
multiple residue distances during the simulations, as would be
necessary to dynamically sample or convert between the
configurations with different termini arrangements.
We present two main results. First, under isotropic surface

pressure, block-28 peptoids buckle anisotropically: the
monolayer contracts in the direction of the peptoid backbones,
with folds running in the direction perpendicular to the
backbones and localized along rows of chain termini. The
direction of contraction and location of folds, relative to the
initial configuration of the simulation, are illustrated by arrows
and dashed lines in Figure 3a. In general, we found that
buckling occurred with a periodicity of about one chain length.
Four folds formed in each simulation box, two forming the
leading edge of two bilayers protruding into the water and two

forming trailing edges that remained adsorbed to the air−water
interface.
An example of a buckled block-28 monolayer (at a nominal

surface pressure of 47 mN/m) is shown in Figure 4a,b. Figure
4a shows side views of the monolayer at two time points, early
in the simulation and in the final configuration. The monolayer
buckles and protrudes into the water phase, with peptoid
coarse-grained sites extending well below the mesh of the air−
water interface. Figure 4b shows a top view of the final buckled
monolayer, with the periodic simulation box contracted in the
backbone (horizontal) direction.
It is notable that monolayers bend and contract in the

backbone direction, rather than the direction perpendicular,
because we expect the monolayer to be stronger in the
backbone direction, where numerous favorable electrostatic and
aromatic interactions along the peptoid chains hold the chains
in their interleaved brick configurations. This expectation is
supported by coarse-grained simulations of a peptoid bilayer
under uniaxial tension, where we find the bilayer to have about
an order of magnitude greater ultimate tensile strength (350
MPa vs 45 MPa) in the backbone direction compared to the
perpendicular direction. This expectation is also supported by
monolayer simulations at low surface pressure, where the
monolayers evaporate (form voids) in the perpendicular
direction. These results suggest that greater tensile strength
in the parallel direction is not accompanied by greater bending
rigidity.
Our second main result is that the alternating-28 peptoid

monolayers do not buckle at any surface pressure, even though
they were arranged in a brick pattern with equally sharp rows of
termini. Figure 4c,d shows an example alternating-28
monolayer, prepared at the same surface pressure as the
buckled monolayer in Figure 4a,b. As shown in the side view of
Figure 4c, the alternating-28 monolayer stays closely adsorbed
to the air−water interface with no signs of buckling. The top
view of Figure 4d shows that the monolayer remains extended
in the backbone (horizontal) direction.
The striking difference in behavior between the alternating-

28 and block-28 monolayers can be observed in the relationship
between surface pressure and projected area per monomer,
Figure 4e. The alternating-28 peptoids saturate to a close-
packed monolayer with about 14 Å2 per monomer at high
surface pressure, while the block-28 become increasingly

Figure 3. (a) Initial configuration for the peptoid coarse-grained sites in block-28 monolayers (viewed from below), with chains arranged in a brick
configuration to minimize the electrostatic energy between positively charged aminoethyl side chains (blue sites) and negatively charged
carboxyethyl side chains (red sites). (b−d) Initial configuration for the peptoid coarse-grained sites in alternating-28 monolayers, with chains
arranged in (b) a brick configuration, (c) a flat configuration with termini lined up, and (d) a random configuration with no correlation in termini
location between adjacent rows. Short arrows in a and b illustrate the isotropic applied surface pressure. Long arrows in a denote the direction that
the monolayer contracts when it buckles, and dashed lines in a denote the direction and location of folds. Here and in Figure 4, aminoethyl,
carboxyethyl, and phenethyl side chain sites are colored blue, red, and yellow, respectively, and backbone sites are colored white.
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buckled at high pressure, causing monomers to take up less
projected area per monomer as surface pressure increases. Both
types of peptoids expand at low nominal surface pressure,
opening up voids in the direction perpendicular to the
backbones. Note that this surface pressure likely corresponds
to a physical surface pressure much closer to 0, since some part

of the surface pressure serves to counteract the entropic
expansion of the mesh points.
The difference in behavior between the block-28 and

alternating-28 monolayers must be due to their difference in
charge patterning. We suspect that buckling may be promoted
by favorable electrostatic interactions between oppositely

Figure 4. (a) Time series side view of a block-28 monolayer at a nominal surface pressure of 47 mN/m, buckling with the monolayer contracting in
the backbone (horizontal) direction, with folds running in the perpendicular direction (into the page). (b) Top view of the final configuration,
showing only the peptoid coarse-grained sites. The monolayer is contracted in the backbone (horizontal) direction, with folds running in the
perpendicular (vertical) direction. (c) Side and (d) top view of an alternating-28 flat monolayer at the same nominal surface pressure. (e) Surface
pressure vs area per monomer for block-28 and alternating-28 peptoids. (f−i) Energy contributions per monomer as a function of surface pressure
for block-28 and alternating-28 monolayers: (f) charged−charged energy between side chains on the same chain, (g) charged−charged energy
between side chains on different chains, (h) phenethyl−phenthyl energy between side chains on the same chain, and (i) phenethyl−phenethyl
energy side chains on different chains.
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charged blocks on the same peptoid. Block-28 chains can pinch
together at their midpoint, lowering their energy by bringing
oppositely charged side chains into close proximity. This
pinched point can become the trailing edge of two folds (see
Figure 3a), with the ends of the chain extending into the sub
phase along two different bilayer protrusions.
Indeed, as shown in Figure 4f, we find that the nonbonded

interaction energy between charged sites on the same chain
decreases with increasing surface pressure for block-28
monolayers but stays relatively flat for alternating-28 mono-
layers. (Charged−charged interactions on different side chains,
dominated by neighboring chains in the brick pattern, remain
relatively flat for both peptoids, Figure 4g.) The crucial role
played by the interactions among charged side chains is
surprising, because the interaction among phenethyl side chains
is the dominant nonbonded interaction at all surface pressures.
As shown by comparing Figure 4h−i with Figure 4f−g, the
phenethyl−phenethyl interactions are larger than the charged−
charged interactions for all surface pressures. The phenethyl−
phenthyl interactions (both on the same polymer, Figure 4h,
and among different polymers, Figure 4i) decrease more
strongly with increasing surface pressure for block-28 than for
alternating-28 monolayers. However, the weaker interactions
among charged side chains must be the cause for the difference
between block-28 and alternating-28 monolayers, because the
phenethyl side chains are the same in the two systems.

■ DISCUSSION
Our results make a clear prediction for the direction of buckling
in a block-28 monolayer with a brick configuration, a prediction
that would have been difficult to make without an efficient
coarse-grained simulation with a fluctuating air−water interface.
Identifying the direction of buckling is crucial for understanding
nanosheet formation, because nanosheets likely form through
the continued protrusion of some of the leading edges of the
buckled monolayer. Our results also predict that alternating-28
monolayers should buckle less easily than block-28 monolayers.
Some combination of experiments and all-atom simulations

are needed to validate these predictions. Our group has
developed an extension of the CHARMM classical all-atom
force field that has been used to simulate peptoid bilayers in
solution and should be capable of modeling a monolayer at an
air−water interface.26,27 Experimental validation may be more
difficult. A technique is needed that could simultaneously
measure the molecular orientation of the monolayer and the
direction of buckling. The direction of buckling of peptoid
monolayers has not been measured in experiments, and the
only structural measurements, grazing-incidence X-ray scatter-
ing, yielded isotropic scattering spectra due to the wide beams
(apparently wider than the correlation length for the monolayer
orientation) needed to collect data.3

One outstanding question is why the block-28 peptoids
buckle so easily in the simulations. For all surface pressures
high enough to keep the monolayer in a single condensed
phase (rather than opening voids), the block-28 monolayers
buckle at every available row of termini. It is unlikely that the
experimental system buckles so easily, because reflectometry
measurements indicate that block-28 monolayers have the
thickness expected of a flat monolayer.3 One explanation is that
the model overestimates the strength of interactions driving
buckling. However, without having all-atom simulations for
comparison, it is difficult to know which of the many
interactions associated with buckling may be overestimated;

we note that reducing all interaction uniformly (by raising the
nominal temperature above room temperature) at a surface
pressure of 31 mN/m resulted in complete desorption of the
monolayer for nominal temperatures at or above 400 K.
Another explanation is that experimental monolayers are unable
to self-assemble into perfect brick patterns, so the experimental
monolayer rarely finds itself in a configuration as prone to
buckling as in our simulations.
Our results suggest that coarse-grained simulations of

surfactants using a mesh interface may be a useful tool for
understanding how surfactant adsorption, intermolecular
interactions, and surface tension combine to drive interfacial
behavior. Such methods may be useful for understanding how
the choice of molecular chemistries or fluid phases28 can
control the production of peptoid nanosheets or other two-
dimensional nanomaterials at fluid interfaces.3 They may also
be useful for developing a general understanding of buckling
and other phenomena at interfaces.29,30
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